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Korean Modiental Medicine is a new type of medicine that has been developed over the 
past 20 years, constantly researching and applying to clinicians, modernized with the 
motto "No Surgery, No Drug."

The shortcomings of modern medicine, which rely solely on surgery and drugs, 
are accurately diagnosed with new diagnostic methods that incorporate the individual's 
constitution and modern medical technology's diagnostic methods, 
and the various tools are used to bring out numerous miraculous cases.

KMMA : History & Development



37 KMMA : Definition of Modiental Medicine

What is Korean Modiental Medicine

Modiental is combined word 
“Oriental+Modern”.
Modiental Medicine is not merely a 
traditional method of treatment but a form 
of advanced Traditional Korean Medicine 
combined with the merits of Modern 
Medicine.

Korean Modiental Medicine is based on 
non-surgical methods of treatment of all 
areas of Western Medicine and not only : 
internal diseases, Gynecology, Pediatrics, 
Neurology, Orthopedics, Rehabilitation, 
Dermatology, Dentistry, Medical 
Cosmetology, Preventive Medicine, etc. 
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Korean Modiental Medicine Applicable for All Applications

The reason we recommend KMM to doctors in the aesthetic field is that a lot of our pain treatment is actually li
nked to the aesthetic field.
One of the ways we treat our pain is by using "Needle with Suture". It is a very effective tool that has never been 
dealt with in the Traditional Chinese Medicine and is used only in Korea, and many Korean doctors are now appl
ying it to pain treatment in practice.
Another new treatment is the Herbal Extract, called "Pharmacopuncture," which is injected into Acupoint, Meri
dian, and pain area. In other words, you can think of it as a Mesotherapy for pain. These new applications are at
tracting enough attention to doctors and are continuing to promote them to doctors in many countries.

While we don't have solid data on the curren
t state of your country's Trade Chinese Medic
ine or the pain therapy market, this approach 
effectively cures pain with "No Surgery, No C
hemical Drug" approach, which brings togeth
er the advantages of both traditional and mo
dern methods, regardless of traditional and 
modern methods.
In addition to pain treatment, it is a new trea
tment that has unlimited potential for applic
ation in many areas such as beauty treatmen
t and health improvement.

KMMA : Various Application to Diversity Fields
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Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

Cosmetology Course : Face
Lifting and Rejuvenation 

Cosmetology Course : Various 
Treatment using Maeusn

YAKCHIM : Pain Treatment

Face Treatment using Maesun
-Open the Meridian and 
Acupoint before the 
treatment using Maesun
-Practical Demo

Pain Treatment using Maesun
- How to treat Varicose Vein 
effectively with Demo.

- Various Pain that could be 
applied YAKCHIM
- Actual Application of 
YAKCHIM each pain with 
Demo.

Cosmetology Course : Body
Contouring 

YAKCHIM : Various Health 
Issues can be treated

YAKCHIM : Pain Treatment

Body Treatment using Maesun
-How to stimulate the body 
using Maesun to Meridian 
and Acupoint. 
-How to size down
-Practical Demo
* MAESUN : Needle with 
Suture

What is YAKCHIM
-Introduction of YAKCHIM
-Various Symptoms of Health 
Issue for middle aged women 
and man. Ex) Manopause, 
Climacterium, Erectile 
Dysfunction, Chronic Fatigue.
- Simple Demo

- Various Pain that could be 
applied YAKCHIM
- Actual Application of 
YAKCHIM each pain with 
Demo.

* YAKCHIM : 
Pharmacopuncture
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KTM Tools

Dochim

Maesun

Yakchim : Pharmaco
puncture
• Yak = Medicine
• Chim = Acupuncture

Hanyak : 
Herbal Extract Medication
• Han = Korean
• Yak = Medicine

KMMA : Various Tools of Korean Modiental Medicine03
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RSN (* Ryu's nerve & soft tissue acupuncture) : without Surgery 
The only integrated treatment of chronic pain

RSN with formalized treatment 
These treatments are complete for almost all musculoskeletal disorders, and if anyone learns and learns, they can treat 
almost all musculoskeletal disorders. In addition, we have various treatments for internal organs, including psychiatric, 
gynecological, ophthalmological, and geriatric diseases. On the other hand, IMS or Dry Needling is limited to 
musculoskeletal disorders, and as mentioned previously, there is a clear limitation that can only be effective if confirmed 
through other diagnostic devices or diagnostic methods.

What is RSN * Ryu's nerve & soft tissue acupuncture 
RSN may not appear to be much different from IMS(Intra-Muscular Stimulation) or 
Dry Needling, and it will appear almost identical in the way acupuncture is applied 
or the tools used. 
However, while IMS analyzes disease from a Western medical point of view and 
uses tools similar to Aperture Needle or Dochim, RSN's acupuncture is a 
reinterpretation of Western medicine based on Oriental medicine, which makes 
an essential difference to IMS or Dry Needling.

Difference in treatment method Between RSN and IMS or Dry Needling
There are specific treatment points based on Aupoint of Chinese medicine for various diseases. For example, headaches are 
categorized according to the causes of headaches, and depending on the type of headaches, they are treated in a 
structured way with Jeonggyong-acupoint, Gyonghwegi-acupoint, and newly discovered treatments-acupoints. So if you 
learn how to diagnose and treat-acupoint and embedding for headaches, any doctor can have almost the same therapeutic 
effect. On the other hand, IMS or Dry Needling has some similar theories, but basically because there's no way to diagnose 
it, you're going to be able to sleep on certain areas that you expect, and if it fits well, you're going to be diagnosed, 
otherwise you're going to be able to treat other areas of therapy, and if it doesn't, you're going to be unable to treat them.

37 KMMA : Various Treatment /RSN03



Yakchim(*Pharmacopuncture) : No Hormone, No Steroid, No Chemical

SCOPE of Application 
• Anti-aging
• Chronic Fatigue
• Liver function improvement and cholesterol reduction
• Diet and fat loss
• Immune system improvement and internal secretion control
• Pain improvement and cure for joint inflammation
• A menopausal disorder treatment for both men and women
• Aftereffect from traffic accident
• Treatment for allergies
• Growth therapy for poor growth and precocious puberty

Typical Yakchim
Typical Yakchim include Sansam
Yakchim using the extractions of 
mountain ginseng and placenta 
Yakchim, which hydrolyzed the 
placenta of humans. There are 
also a wide variety of herbs and 
animals such as yakchim.
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MAESUN : a whole new way of pain therapy
Treatment and Tool Breaking the Limits of Existing Acu-needle of Transient Effect 

What is MAESUN Therapy* Acupuncture
The acupuncture using the existing acu-needle has a temporary effect. However, pain therapy 
using MAESUN has the advantage that biodegradable SUTURE can be inserted into the pain 
area, giving continuous stimulation to the pain area. The biodegradable SUTURE is also used 
for beauty therapy because it has the effect of collagenesis around tissue with suture.
Effectiveness of MAESUN
Blood flow improvement, Muscle strengthening, Muscle relaxation, Skin Toning effect, 
Balance recovery

37 KMMA : Various Treatment / MAESUN03


